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Want to avoid being ripped off the internet? Buy a webcam. According to a new study by the University of British Columbia, people are less likely to lie about sales in live video chat than in emails, instant messages and texts. In the study, researchers had people play the role of either a stockbroker or investor in a mock trading game. At
the end of the simulation, the researchers showed both parties that the broker had gained insider knowledge that the shares would tank. As it turned out, brokers were 95 percent less likely to lie when they could see their colleague on a video chat. More from MensHealth.com: How Skype can save your relationship In text messages or
emails, you have time to plan your lies, but over video, you have to think in place, said study author David Xi, Ph.D., professor in the Department of Finance, Real Estate and Decision-Making Sciences at the University of Wichita. In addition, written communication removes all body language and voice inflection signals that tell us
someone is withholding the truth, making liars harder to detect. Take this as a fair warning if you make a great purchase online from Craigslist, eBay, Etsy or Amazon's private seller program. Contact the seller and ask them to create a Sykpe chat to show you the item before committing, says Marsha Collier, author of Ultimate Online
Customer Service and several books about setting up a business on eBay. And if you're selling, include that you're willing to video chat about your item by providing a link to your Skype account. Collier says it can help raise the purchase price on similar items. More from MensHealth.com: Negotiate and pay less for what you want Here
are three more tips for safe and smart online shopping: Make a paper trailAfter your video chat, follow the email to confirm what you've been discussing. While the video keeps people honest, you'll need to show documentation of what you agreed to if it comes to controversy, says Collier. Offer to pay up front Many people will take less
money per item if they pay right away, instead of waiting for the auction to end, says Collier. On eBay, you can make an immediate offer at some auctions, or arrange for the seller to create a separate page for an item that only you can bid on. Offer them to call it something non-specific, like an NFL jersey for Joe, and the bidding is only
open for a short period of time. The appeal to the softer SideCollier seller has made a name for itself buying and selling collectibles on eBay, but as she says, even I'm not immune to a good story of sob. Mention that the seller's product will be a gift to your child or just means that this is what you really have your heart set on, but can't
afford pay more. Just don't drum up a high fairy tale: Every deal is based on trust, and as soon as you start to lie, that opens the door door on both sides, Collier says. More from MensHealth.com: Best Gear for Men This content is created and supported by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io our product selects a test editor, expert approved. We can earn commissions on links on our website. Caterham is getting into the motorcycle business. Check out these photos of the company's offerings. Caterham is ultra-light, now without
foreign wheels. 1 in 6 2 out of 6 3 3 4 6 5 6 6 Advertising - Continue reading below This content is created and supported by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on eBay piano.io users often wonder if they can use one
listing to sell items on all eBay websites. With over 30 online markets worldwide in dozens of countries, eBay is an excellent platform for international sales carried out with the comfort of your own home or office. But how do you go about setting up an auction or listing item that appears on every eBay site, including national eBay websites
in other languages? Can it be done? Unfortunately, there is no way to list on all national eBay websites using a one-item listing. This is not just oversight by eBay, and it is not part of some unfortunate plan to keep markets separate in order to bring prices up (or down, or in any other direction). The simple problem is that national eBay
websites around the world like those in Hong Kong, Poland, Turkey and Thailand are often represented in the languages of the countries in which they operate rather than in English. For this basic reason, eBay does not offer a feature by which sellers can create a single listing in their native language, and then it will automatically appear
on national eBay sites around the world. A feature like this would require armies of translators to help translate each of eBay's millions of listings into dozens of other languages, not to mention the need to continue to bridge language gaps as buyers and sellers deal with each other. If you are interested in selling internationally, therefore,
there are two main options: use the English-based eBay International Market. eBay's international market in global.ebay.com is an English eBay market that collects English listings from sellers around the world and makes them available to buyers around the world. To list internationally in this way, just decide to make international
shipping available to the regions of your choice on Sales form; eBay will handle the rest. The list on eBay's national language sites is directly. More complex and country-specific than the use of the international eBay market, this method method groups of national buyers that the international market cannot. To list this method, you need to
register separately for the national eBay language sites associated at the bottom of the eBay homepage and then place lists on them directly using the site's native language in question. You should also be able to make trades and communicate with buyers when using the language in question. When using the international market, one
listing made from your home eBay website can receive bids from dozens of countries without any input from you. The downside is that for the most part your market is limited to buyers in countries that speak English and use (often less popular outside english-speaking areas) to the global eBay website. When you use eBay websites in a
national language, you reach the markets of buyers who don't speak English, often a much larger group in any particular region than the stores on eBay's global website. On the other hand, to list on national language websites, you must have a very good knowledge of other languages and are limited to selling an item only in one country
and language at a time. After all, if you actually only have one item to sell, but you list it on four separate national eBay websites, you're in trouble if they all sell at the same time to different sellers! eBay sellers are constantly finessing their business and asking themselves how they can improve sales. Selling on eBay is more than just
snapping a few photos and putting together a brief description. Many details are involved in improving SEO (search engine optimization), writing friendly and posting customer policies, and understanding online retailing. With millions of items listed every day, sellers are taking extra steps to outperform competitors. Here are some ways to
fine-tune your eBay listings and accounts to help climb to the top of the search so buyers can find your items and then how to close the sale as soon as buyers find your items. SEO means optimizing the search engine, and eBay's search engine, Cassini, has a specific algorithm. Some aspects of the listing are higher in the search, while
others push the lists down. For example, eBay rewards a 30-day refund policy by placing those ads higher in search because eBay sees this criterion as customer-friendly and good service. Anything less than 30 days or no return policy at all, and the listing is pushed down in the search. Another SEO standard is 200 words in the
description area. eBay policy specifically states: Listing description: Include at least 200 words of visible copy in the list description, with the most important key phrases mentioned at the beginning and End. Be sure to use other best content practices such as frequent keyword use where relevant and formatting (e.g. bold using font size on
important titles and keywords) eBay scores scores percent of all sales are on mobile devices. This includes mobile phones, iPads and tablets. Mobile devices display information differently than a desktop or laptop computer. One of the easiest ways to increase eBay sales on your mobile phone is to optimize your photos. Harvest the
photos tightly so that the product takes up most of the space, from edge to edge, in the photo. When listing lots, choose the best photo of one item in a party as a photo gallery. Customers may find it difficult to view photos of 30 items of children's clothing. Grab the buyer's attention with a clean, uncluttered photo for the gallery and then
include more photos in the list. eBay offers 12 free photos, so there's no reason not to use all 12 when announcing lots. eBay has provided a tool to check if listings are mobile friendly. It specifically checks the code that makes the listing load slow or that causes the listing to appear incorrectly. Nothing aggravates the customer more than
finding the item they want and then not being able to see the photos or read more information. Some lists contain text that forces the buyer to scroll horizontally, which is a hassle. Check your ads on the eBay Mobile Friendly test and make sure everything fits. Make sure you use font size 12 or more and arrange text with short phrases or
bullet points rather than item format. Phrases and bullets are easier to read on a mobile phone. The white space between the text is lighter on the eye and less overwhelming to read. See how large retailers format text on their mobile sites. Companies such as LL Bean, Nordstrom and Walmart have a million-dollar advertising and IT
budgets; they know what they're doing. Follow their example to format lists. You have done all the work to get a buyer on your listing. Make sure you don't lose this man barking out of the return policy like a drill sergeant. Write all politicians with a friendly, amiable attitude. Remember that the competition is only one click away. Your job is
to keep the buyer's attention, gain trust, and close the sale. For example, instead of saying, We only ship on Tuesdays and Fridays, it's best to say, Because of our full-time work schedule, we're shipping once a week. If you need an item earlier, please contact us and we make every effort to satisfy your request. Attitude is everything,
especially when all that is between you and the buyer is a computer screen or smartphone. Buyers don't want to hear what you won't do, just what you'll do. Don't give buyers a reason to click away because they don't like your attitude. different from personal retail shopping. The buyer cannot see, touch or inspect the goods up close. They
can't try on clothes or shoes. They can't feel the fabric or appreciate how heavy something is. Use photos and words to describe the item in detail and accuracy. Take a photo of the photograph No description, and describe as if there are no pictures. We always turn on the measurements and show all sides of the three-dimensional
elements. Take a photo of the box or retail tags, if applicable. Explain the textures of the elements and include the materials that make the item. Anticipate what the buyer can ask and include this information in the list. Part of it comes with experience. As buyers ask you the same questions over and over again, you'll understand what
details to put on the list.  eBay is cyclical, and sometimes sales are just slow, just like in retail. Keep the listing and the buyers will come. And once buyers reach your listing, treat them like gold. Updated by Suzanne A. Wells on October 21, 2017. 2017. caterham 7 for sale ebay. caterham 7 for sale ebay usa
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